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A non-performing defaulted first house loan simply implies the borrower just isn't generating
payments pursuant for the terms with the promissory note (house loan). Right now, banks hold a
large inventory of non performing notes, plus they have got a should offer them at a price reduction.
Nathan Strager has spent a few years building associations with regional and countrywide banking
institutions. Nathan Strager facilitates the buying and selling of non-performing 1st mortgages in
huge quantity from his strategic partners. This offers our company with a low cost foundation and
permits strong profit margins for our traders. The holder of the non-performing note should have an
exit method.

Nathan Strager executes the subsequent kind of transactions:

Non-performing 1st placement lien (mortgage loan) unpaid principle equilibrium $550,000

Todayâ€™s home value based upon current broker price impression $400,000

Nathan Strager facilitates the purchases in bulk from financial institution (our expense) $280,000

Nathan Strager can now supply the borrower a principle reduction on the $550,000 notice right
down to $400,000, in trade to get a contractual "deed in lieu" of foreclosure, should the borrower
default on the new modified bank loan. If borrower accepts this we now maintain a performing
$400,000 mortgage loan, secured by a $400,000 property that we only compensated $280,000 for!!

Nathan Strager may also offer "cash for keys", which includes "deed in lieu" of foreclosure, allowing
the defaulted borrower to wander away from the home, keeping away from foreclosure, with $5,000
in income from Nathan Stragerâ€™s investor. We then sell the house for approx. $380,000 (speedy sale
price tag) and we net approx. $360,000 from closing. As a result, our expense of $280,000 turns
into $360,000 in around 6 months. This equals large returns!!

Positive aspects Include Safe, collateralized, recorded investment vehicle - We do each of the
perform for you! From buy to sale we handle everything

Protective equity with substantial yields

Nathan Strager has a lot of immediate affiliations with multiple financial institutions, asset
businesses, and non-public investors. This benefits you because there's no â€œdaisy chainâ€• ( numerous
intermediaries amongst the two principals involved with the transaction ) meaning you are dealing
straight using the selection maker whether youâ€™re the client or perhaps the seller.

Whether it can be commercial, residential, or land in Las Vegas, North Las Vegas, or Henderson
Nevada or across the nation Nathan Strager Professional Corporation can facilitate your transaction
to make you one of the most dollars when getting non-performing initial mortgages.
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